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SENATE No. 627
By Mr. Golden, a petition (accompanied by bill, Senate, No. 627)

of William B. Golden, John P. Burke, Mary Jeanette Murray, Frank
M. Hynes and Peter C. Webber for legislation relative to the
availability of insurance coverages in the voluntary market. Insurance.

In the Year One Thousand Nine Hundred and Eighty-Eight

An Act to respond to insurance failures in the marketplace.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House ofRepresentatives in General
Court assembled, and by the authority of the same, asfollows:

1 Chapter 175 of the General Laws is hereby amended by inserting
2 the following section after section 3B;
3 Section 3C(1). If the commissioner finds after a hearing that
4 in any part of the commonwealth accident and health insurance,
5 any form of liability insurance, or any other type of insurance is
6 not readily available in the voluntary market, and that the public
7 interest requires such availability, he may, by regulation, either
8 promulgate plans to provide such insurance coverage for any risks
9 in this state which are equitably entitled to but otherwise unable

10 to obtain such coverage or he may require insurers to prepare
11 plans for his approval.
12 (2) Any plan promulgated or prepared as provided in this
13 section shall:
14 (a) Give consideration to:
15 (i) the need for adequate and readily accessible coverage,
16 (ii) the alternative methods of improving the market affected,
17 (iii) the inherent limitations of the insurance mechanism,
18 (iv) the need for reasonable underwriting standards, and
19 (v) the requirement of reasonable loss prevention measures;

20 (b) Establish procedures that will create minimum interference
21 with the voluntary market;
22 (c) Spread the burden imposed by the plan equitably and
23 efficiently among insurers; and
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24 (d) Establish procedures for applicants and participants to have
25 grievances reviewed by the commissioner.
26 (3) Each plan shall require participation by all insurers licensed
27 in the commonwealth to write the kinds of insurance covered by
28 the specific plan and all agents licensed to represent such insurers
29 for the kinds of business covered by the specific plan, except that
30 the commissioner may exclude classes of persons for administra-
-31 tive convenience or because it is not equitable or practicable to
32 require them to participate in the plan.
33 (4) A plan may provide for optional participation by insurers
34 not required to participate as provided in sub-section (3).
35 (5) Each plan shall provide for the method of classifying risks
36 and making and filing rates applicable thereto.
37 (6) The plan shall specify the basis of participation of insurers
38 and agents and the conditions under which risks must be accepted.
39 (7) Each participating insurer and agent shall provide to any
40 person seeking coverages of kinds available in the plans, the
41 services prescribed in the plans, including full information on the
42 requirements and procedures for obtaining coverage under the
43 plans whenever the business is not placed in the voluntary market,

44 (8) The commissioner shall determine reasonable and adequate
45 commissioner rates to be paid to agents or brokers for coverage
46 written under this section. In determining the reasonableness and
47 adequacy of such commission rates, the commissioner shall
48 consider the commissioner rates paid on similar coverage in the
49 voluntary market.
50 (9) If the commissioner finds that the lack of participating
51 insurers or agents in an area impedes the functioning of the plan,
52 he may order that the plan appoint agents in such a manner and
53 on such terms as he designates or take other appropriate steps

54 to insure that service is available.
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